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0. Executive Summary
Colombia relies its transportation (passengers and cargo) in the road system. However, the
Andean country suffers of a lack of appropriate road infrastructure, which is especially critical in
the south of its territory. In 2010, Government announced an ambitious program to update the
country´s road infrastructure in the following 10 years, with an investment of more than US$24
billion.
In the south-west region of the country, the Tumaco-Pasto-Mocoa corridor is particularly
important for regional transportation, given that the road connects Colombia with neighbor
country Ecuador. San Francisco-Mocoa (current) road is one of the several sections of the
Tumaco-Pasto-Mocoa corridor, an so far is the one in the worst condition with serious traffic
restrictions.
The new or alternate road is 45.6km length and it will take the place of the current one (78km).
Given the substantial improvement in technical specifications of the alternate road, the new one
will admit speeds of 40 km/hour, comparing with 20km/h speed in the current road. A shorter
distance and a higher speed will decrease the time travel in more than 2 hours. Regarding
accidents, it is expected to see significant reduction. Yearly average is expected to be 12,3
accidents, with 2,8 fatalities and 16,1 injuries, while in the current road those indicators are 23,
32 and 27 respectively.
In order to support the construction of the San Francisco - Mocoa alternate road, Colombian
Government approached the Inter-American Development Bank. The Bank approved a loan by
US$53 million, and with local resources of US$150 million, the total amount of the project
(US$203 million) is fully funded
Two policy alternatives were taken into account: doing nothing and construction of the new road.
With the aim to evaluate the alternatives, Ministry of Transportation made a quantitative
comparison of their characteristics, considering the best technical, environmental, social and
financial option. To do so, the ministry used a multi criteria analysis called Scoring Method,
which estimates a relative value for the parameters defining each alternative. As a result,
construction of the new road ended up being the best alternative, regardless the doing nothing
option had a zero cost.
In this paper, we conducted cost benefit analysis of San Francisco – Mocoa alternate road by
ourselves. For getting overall economic impact, which is equal to social surplus minus
investment cost, social surplus for the primary market (alternate road) and the secondary market
(existing road) was calculated. Based on the formula that “social surplus = generalized user cost
– social cost”, generalized user cost and social cost were estimated. Generalized user cost
consists of time cost, toll, vehicle operating cost, and fuel tax, while social cost includes time
cost, vehicle operating cost, and external cost. All of these components are estimated based on
the previous papers and other reliable sources.
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In the primary market, we assumed there will be 587 vehicles in the new road. They drive 45.6
km of the new road with 1.14 hours. Based on the above stated assumptions, we got the
following results.

Generalized User Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)
Time (hours)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)
Vehicle operating costs
(COP$/vehicle)
Fuel Tax
(COP$/vehicle)
Actual vehicle operating cost
(COP$/vehicle)
Traffic (vehicle/day)
Social Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)
User Cost (COP$/vehicle)
Time (minutes)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)
Vehicle operating cost (excluding
taxes)
External Costs (COP$/Vehicle)
Greenhouse warming cost
Local pollution cost
oil dependency cost
Loss cost of forest
Accident Costs
Traffic (vehicle/day)

Primary Market (Alternate Road)
Without Case
With Case
50,154.30
11,111.05
30,023.20
20,131.10

1.14
4,278.31
6,832.75

1,938.78

1,033.70

18,192.32

5,799.05

0.00
48,215.52

587.00
25,415.63

48,215.52
1.14
30,023.20
18,192.32

10,077.35
1.14
4,278.31
5,799.05

0.00

15,338.28

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

212.01
1,413.38
494.68
2,394.55
10,823.65
587.00

Surplus Computation (COP$)
Δ Consumer Surplus
ΔCS = 1/2 (PB-PA)(QA+QB)
Δ Producer Surplus
ΔPS = ΔToll Revenue = RevenueARevenueB
Δ Government Surplus
ΔGS = TA*QA-TB*QB
Δ Externalities

Primary
11,459,193.59
0.00
606,781.38
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ΔEX = EXA*QA-EXB*QB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔCS+ΔPS+ΔGS-ΔEX

9,003,567.74
3,062,407.24

Δ Gross Consumer Surplus
ΔGCS = 1/2 (PA+PB)(QA-QB)
Δ Social Cost
ΔSC = SCA - SCB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔGCS-ΔSC

17,981,380.83
14,918,973.60
3,062,407.24

Apart from surplus calculation, we also performed discounting and sensitivity analysis.
PV of Total Cost

547693.334

PV of Total Benefits

105622.2972

PV of Net Benefits

-442071.0368

0.193
BCR of the Project
The methods of data calculations and the possible reasons behind the low value of BCR are
explained later in detail.
As the above stated, the San Francisco – Mocoa alternate road project has positive social surplus
but negative net present value. This means there is benefit of the new road but the benefit cannot
offset the cost of the project. There are a couple of reasons which explains this result. First, this
project must be highly public. The new road doesn’t require to pay the toll, which leads to the
less profit. Next, we didn’t include the important benefit factors including the economic impact
on the local economy, while the Colombia government did. We might underestimate the benefit
by ignoring the important factors. Finally, as the above stated, there might be several errors when
we conducted the calculations. Combination of these problems led to the negative result.
In addition to the problems which led to the negative result, we had a few unsolved challenges.
The first challenge is the simplification of the calculation. Especially for net present value, we
could not get the accurate benefit and cost. For example, the construction and management cost
were divided into per-year basis with the assumption that they are constant every year. For
overcoming this challenge, we should clarify the detailed structure of cost and benefit of this
project. If impossible, it would be preferable to guess the structure based on other infrastructure
construction projects. The second challenge is the lack of verification of assumptions. We used
several assumptions which were cited from the previous studies without the deep consideration.
The possible improvement is to check whether such an assumptions are reasonable or not. Even
if there is no enough cost benefit analysis in Colombia, we should refer to the developed
countries’ similar cases. The last challenge is the demand curve problem in the primary market.
Ideally, we should get the demand curve for estimating the willingness to pay in the without case.
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However, the generalized user cost of the secondary market was used with the assumption that
two roads are perfectly substitutable.
Even if there are various problems in our analysis, we believe this helps government consider the
construction of another road. Colombia government should put more emphasis on cost benefit
analysis for selecting more beneficial and profitable infrastructure.
1.

Introduction

Authored by: Adriana Ivonne Cárdenas
Country's Transportation Policy Context
Colombia road transportation system plays an important role in its economy. Given the
mountainous and forest condition of its territory, developing a train system is extremely costly.
Under that situation, the South American country relies its transportation (passengers and cargo)
80% in the road system.
In spite of the prominent role of road system, lack of appropriate infrastructure is an important
issue Colombia has faced for several decades. It is well known by industrial sector that
transportation cost is one of the biggest problems to solve in order to bust competitiveness of the
country. In 2010, current President Santos announced an ambitious program to update the
country´s road infrastructure within the next 10 years, with investments of more than US$24
billion. The program plans to achieve over 5,000 kilometers of new roads and over 2,000 km of
four-lane highways country-wide before the end of the decade. Most of the road projects are
designed for the expansion of the country’s road transport system which includes more than 30
primary road improvements and construction projects. Many planned concession projects (such
as the Prosperity Corridor and the Sun Route) will link the main ports with major cities to
improve the current state of cargo transportation and to lessen the perceived “tax” on goods
shipped over land. 1
As part of the 5,000 km program, Government has put attention in improving the Tumaco-PastoMocoa corridor located in the south-west region of the country (see Figure 1). 2 This corridor is
particularly important for regional transportation, given that the road connects Colombia with
neighbor country Ecuador.
In the long run, San Francisco-Mocoa alternate road will aid in international transportation
between Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Brazil through the Multimodal Amazon Hub (see Figure
1). This important hub will connect Atlantic and Pacific oceans through the Amazon River, and
will be a crucial component of cargo transportation in South America. Inside Colombian territory,
Intermodal Amazon Hub has a total of 2,804 km length: 2,292km on Putumayo and Amazon
rivers, and 512 km on roads.

1

Source: Ministry of Transportation (Colombia). www.mintransporte.gov.co
Tumaco is a municipality located in the south of the country. Its port is considered the second most important
Colombian port on Pacific coast, only headed by Buenaventura.

2
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Due to the big magnitude of the project, international cooperation and coordination, and the
amount of financial resources required by the Multimodal Amazon Hub, Inter-American
Development Bank has offered its help in every stage of the project. The Bank collaborates with
all interested countries in the project, supporting them either with technical assistance or
financial resources.
Figure 1: Intermodal Amazon Hub
TumacoPasto-Mocoa

The Alternate Road Project
The project of this report is the Alternate Road San Francisco-Mocoa. The road is one of the
several sections of the Tumaco-Pasto-Mocoa corridor, an so far is the one in the worst condition
with serious traffic restrictions. San Francisco - Mocoa 78 km current road was built in the 1930s,
which has long 4-meter wide stretches where only one vehicle can pass, high gradients, unstable
areas, constant cloudiness, and sharp cliffs, making this one of the roads with the highest
accident rate in the country. This uncertain accessibility and connectivity has resulted in serious
limitations to the development of profitable and productive alternatives, and a primary sector that
is not very competitive, and has contributed to the high level of pervasive poverty in the region. 3
The 45.6 km alternate road will be located in the Amazon foothills, and 68% of the route will
cross through the Protected Forest Reserve of the Upper Mocoa River Basin. The road will also
skirt some of a Camino Real used as an overland route by the Andean and Amazonian
indigenous communities since ancestral times. Even though there are no indigenous communities
in the area of the alternate road, they have a close sociocultural relationship with the forest
reserve. Because of its environmentally sensitive location, the design of the alternate road was

3

Source: Inter American Development Bank (2008).
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optimized to minimize its environmental impacts, and the construction works are complemented
with the Environmental, Social and Sustainable Management Plan as a project component.
As the alternate road cuts through mountainous and steep terrain for a considerable distance,
many structures such as bridges and retaining walls will be needed to circumvent deep
depressions and thus produce a vertical alignment with maximum gradients of 10% on sections
of less than 200 m in length, with a minimum curvature radius of 50m on rolling terrain and 30m
on mountainous terrain. The road was designed for speeds of 40 km/hour, which represents an
substantial improvement from the 20km/h in the current road. Given the complex topography of
the region and the engineering design, construction of the alternate road will need to adhere to
careful technical specifications and follow a rigorous supervision and monitoring process. 4
In order to support the construction of the San Francisco - Mocoa alternate road, Colombian
Government approached the Inter-American Development Bank IADB for technical assistance to
build the alternate road, taking into account the specific environmental and sociocultural
characteristics of the project area. In the Loan Proposal Document by the IADB, the objective of
the project San Francisco - Mocoa Alternate Road is stated as:
To improve the efficiency and safety of the Tumaco-Pasto-Mocoa road corridor,
promoting the physical and economic integration of southern Colombia with the
country’s main production and consumption centers, while seeking to conserve its
ecosystems and promote sustainable economic and social development.
The Bank approved a loan by US$53 million, and with local resources of US$150 million, the
total amount of the project (US$203 million) is fully funded. The project qualifies as a povertytargeted investment based on the geographic criteria. The alternate road passes through the San
Francisco and Mocoa municipalities, which have populations of 6,800 and 35,800 inhabitants,
respectively, and a high incidence of unmet basic needs. 5
Methodology of Analysis
Based on documents provided by Ministry of Transportation, the considered policy alternatives
were doing nothing (without new road), and construction of alternate road (with road). Setting
the new road as a primary market and the existing road as a secondary market, social surplus was
estimated for each market and a combination of both. The social surplus is regarded as benefit of
the project, and for estimating overall economic impact of the project, investment costs are
subtracted.
Moreover, we found the net present value and benefit cost ratio by using discounting. Seeing the
benefit cost ratio gives an implication about whether Colombian Government should implement
the project or not. Finally, in order to verify the validity of the analysis, the sensitivity analysis
was conducted.

4

Ibid
According to National Bureau of Statistics (DANE for its acronym in Spanish), in Mocoa, 52.6% of the population
has unmet basic needs, and in San Francisco the percentage rises to as much as 61.7%

5
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The present report is divided in 8 sections, including this introduction. Section 2 presents the
analysis of policy alternatives, while sections 3 and 4 do it with methodology and cost
component respectively. In sections 5 and 6, cost and benefit of primary and secondary market
are analyzed. Section 7 reports sensitivity analysis, and finally we conclude.
2.

Policy Alternatives

Studies made by Ministry of Transportation contemplated two policy alternatives: 1) Keeping the
road exactly in its current situation, or 2) constructing the alternate road. In order to evaluate
them, MoT used the Scoring Method, which will be explained later on.
Figure 2: Current and Alternate roads
Alternate Road

San Francisco

Mocoa

Current Road

Source: Invias (2006)
Alternative 1: Current road
Current road was built in 1930s, and is 78km length. Due to topographic condition, its technical
specification is deficient, with high slope at some points. On the top of that, the road is
particularly narrow, with only 4m in the worst areas (see figure 3).
Under these conditions, accidentally is especially high comparing with Colombian average. An
event back in 1989 was particularly tragic, when a landslide buried around 200 people. In
average, the road has 23 accidents a year, with 32 fatalities and 27 injured.
Because of its location, the area exhibits the typical weather (precipitation condition), fauna and
flora from Amazonian forest foothills, meaning there is an important variety of ecosystems
where plants and animals live.
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Economic activities along the way are stockbreeding, agriculture (coffee, sugar cane, and corn),
timber, marble, and limestone extraction. Small scale commerce is also found, such as variety of
small (and low budget) restaurants. As residential equipment, the area has a small basic
healthcare center and primary school, which serve the inhabitants in that zone.
Figure 3: Current Road

Source: Invias (2006)
Alternative 2: Alternate road
The new or alternate road is 45.6km length. Its technical specifications will be superior to the
current road in many ways.
In average, the new road will be two lanes of 3.65m width each, with a roadside 1.8m width, and
10.9 in total (see Figure 4). In the exit from Mocoa, municipal authorities plan to build a bus
terminal. For that reason, in that area the road will be particularly wide: two lanes 7.30m each,
2.0m width side roads, and a 2.0m separating lane.
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Figure 4: Alternate Road

Source: Invias (2006)
The new road requires 49 bridges, with 2,754m total length. Construction of these bridges is an
important part to preserve local fauna and flora, because they allow plants and animals to growth
and develop under their structure. Figure 5 shows bridges' location along the road.
Figure 5: Bridges

Source: Invias (2006)
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Regarding accidents, it is expected to see an important reduction in number and injuries, given
the improvement in technical condition of the new road. Yearly average is expected to be 12,3
accidents, with 2,8 fatalities and 16,1 injured individuals.
Total budget of the project is USD$ 203 million, which equals COP$ 465,907 million. As it was
mentioned before, from the total budget, US$53 million are funded by a loan from
InterAmerican Development Bank. 6
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3

Table 1: Project's Budget
Civil Works and Inspection
Construction of the alternate road
Oversight (inspection) of works
Project Management
Environmental, Social and Sustainable
Management Plan
Environmental Land Use
Conservation of protected areas and sustainable
development
Linking communities with conservation program
Operation, Monitoring and Supervision
Financial accounting audit
TOTAL
Thousands of USD. Source: IADB (2009)

191,096
176,870
12,226
2,000
11,404
1,253
5,249
1,869
3,033
500
203,000

Population in the affected area is 1,505 distributed between the two municipalities: San
Francisco and Mocoa
Table 2: Affected Population
No.
Population
households
San Francisco
146
755
Mocoa
181
750
Total
327
1,505
Source: IADB (2009)
The area under the influence of the new road has different economic activities, specially related
to primary sector (and mainly carried out by families that inhabit the area). Since it is a protected
area (a reservoir), agricultural activities have small scale: corn, beans, potatoes and some other
crops grow in the area, for families' subsistence. Families also breed stock (milk and beef) and
chicken (eggs and meat). The area also has small scale mining potential in copper, molybdenum
and limestone. Up to now, some companies (under concession contracts) are exploiting minerals
in the area.
6

According to IADB (2008), amortization period is 25 years, while grace period equals 8 years. Interest rate is
LIBOR.
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Comparison of alternatives
In order to evaluate the alternatives, MoT made a quantitative comparison of their characteristics,
taking into account the best technical, environmental, social and financial option. To do so, MoT
used a multi criteria analysis called Scoring Method, which estimates a relative value for the
parameters defining each alternative. The method is simple, and just divides the parameter's
value by that value that is considered best or optimal. The method gives as a result a nondimensional value between zero (0) and one (1), where the closer to zero the value, the better the
alternative is.
Three kinds of characteristics were taken into account: Technical, Environmental/Socio Cultural,
and Cost.
a) Technical Characteristics: The alternate road ended up being the best alternative. It is
considerably shorter than the current road, reducing time travel around 3hours. The risk is
also reduced in the new road, with less sliding areas, and a flatter slope. Given that, accidents
and fatalities are reduced.
b) Environmental and Socio Cultural Characteristics: Due to a lower precipitation, alternate
road is in a better weather condition than current road. This condition has an important
impact on air humidity, visibility, soil general conditions (such as humidity, permeability,
and stability), and deforestation rate. Additionally, alternate road intercepts less draining
systems (46) comparing with 130 intercepted by the current road, meaning the new road is
less harmful with water resources. At the same time, the alternate road has a shorter distance
with more than 15% gradient, reducing the risk of future damage in soil.
c) Costs: No doubt the alternate constructing a new road is more expensive than status quo
alternative. However, considering alternate road's superior technical conditions, Ministry of
Transportation claims that in that particular point alternatives are not comparable
Base on the previous analysis, alternate/new road offers better technical, environmental, social
and costs conditions, and it is considered the best policy alternative. The summary of
alternatives' comparison is shown in Table 3. For detailed information of it, see Appendix.
Table 3: Comparison of Policy Alternatives

A. Technical Characteristics
1. Geometric Characteristics
2. Stability and earthmoving
3. Accidents

Doing Nothing
0.17
0.27
0.25
0.00

Alternate Road
0.95
0.85
1.00
1.00

B. Environmental and SocioCultural Characteristics
1. Weather
2. Biotics

0.53
0.59
0.51

0.89
1.00
0.64
12

3. Socioeconomic and Cultural
aspects
C. Total Cost (COP$ million)
AVERAGE

Source: IADB (2009)

0.50
0

1.00
465,907

0.35

0.95

3. Methodology
Authored by: Waka Itagaki
From now on, we will discuss cost benefit analysis of San Francisco – Mocoa alternate road.
First of all, we will briefly explain the methodology we took. Policy alternatives which were
selected are the case with the new road and the case without the new road. Setting the new road
as a primary market and the existing road as a secondary market, we calculated the social surplus
for each market and combined them. The social surplus is regarded as benefit of the project, and
for estimating overall economic impact of the project, investment costs are subtracted. (See
Figure 1)

Figure 6: Methodology
Source: [World Bank, 2015]
Moreover, we found the net present value and benefit cost ratio by using discounting. Seeing
the benefit cost ratio gives an implication about whether the Colombia government should
implement the project or not. Finally, in order to verify the validity of the analysis, the sensitivity
analysis was conducted.
4. Data Assumptions
Authored by: Carl Melendres
The analyses in the subsequent sections hinge on various assumptions about the components of
the generalized user cost per vehicle (generalized user cost) and the average social cost per
vehicle (social cost). Table 4 shows the assumed components of generalized and social costs,
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and the corresponding calculation method for each cost component. The subsequent discussions
elaborate on the details, rationale and calculation for these components and the assumptions used.
Table 4 : Generalized and Social Cost Components
Category
Generalized User Cost
per Vehicle

Average Social Cost
per Vehicle
Generalized User
Cost per Vehicle
(excluding Fuel Tax)
External Costs

Cost Component
Time Cost
Fuel Tax
Actual Vehicle
Operating Costs

Time Cost
Fuel Tax
Actual Vehicle
Operating Costs
Greenhouse warming
cost
Local pollution cost
Oil dependency cost
Loss cost of forest

Generalized User Cost
Three components are summed to determine the generalized user cost: Time Cost, Fuel Tax, and
Actual Vehicle Operating Costs (VOC). No costs are to arise from toll fees given that both the
Current Road and the Alternate Road are non-toll roads.
Time Cost. This takes into account the value assigned to time spent travelling. For the study,
Time Cost is assumed to be equivalent to the product of the time spent travelling (either in the
Current Road or the Alternate Road) and half of the average after-tax wage rate in Colombia.
The proxy used for after-tax wage rate is the 2014 gross domestic product (GDP) per capita per
hour.
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
=

2014 𝐺𝐺𝐺
/(2,112)
2014 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝐶𝐶𝐶756,152,000 𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
/(2,112) = 𝐶𝐶𝐶7,505.80
47.7 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

In the formula, 2,112 is the product of 12, 22, and 8, which represent the months in a year,
assumed working days in a month, and number of working hours in a day, respectively. Given
the above, the Time Cost may be computed as follows:
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𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑥 0.5 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶7,505.80

Fuel Tax. In order to calculate the total fuel tax per vehicle, apart from the distance travelled,
inputs on speed and fuel efficiency are needed in order to determine the amount of fuel
consumed when using the roads. Once the amount of fuel is determined, the corresponding fuel
tax per vehicle can then be calculated. In this study, a fuel efficiency level of 32.9 miles per
gallon is assumed to apply on all vehicles, and the chosen level is based on the fuel efficiency of
one of the best-selling vehicles in Colombia in 2014. Admittedly, the assumption is very much
simplified, as the assumed fuel efficiency level already has embedded in it a speed assumption.
Further, the assumption is very conservative, as not all vehicles passing the roads will have the
same level of fuel efficiency, given that a multitude of other factors such as vehicle type, engine,
speed, and road roughness, among others, play a part in determining a vehicle’s fuel
consumption. Combining the fuel efficiency assumption and distance with the average fuel tax
rate of COP$1,200 per gallon 7, the following formula for fuel tax per vehicle can be derived:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$1,200
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑥
𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$1,200
=
32.9 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 1.609𝑘𝑘

Actual Vehicle Operating Costs. Vehicle operating costs pertain to the fixed and variable costs
in operating a vehicle. As a reference, the authors used the VOC components from a case study
by the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility on urban public transport conditions in
Colombia 8. From the document, with respect to diesel microbuses in Colombia, operating costs
per kilometer pertaining to lubrication, tires, and cleaning are USD 0.043, routine maintenance at
USD 0.007, fuel cost of USD 0.081, and Repair of random damages at USD 0.001, giving a total
VOC of USD 0.132. As the cost is from an April 2005 report, the VOC of USD 0.132 is inflated
by a factor of 1.522, based on consumer price indices as of December 2014 and June 2015 9, and
this gives a cost of USD0.201 per kilometer. This VOC figure is then converted to COP$ at a
rate of COP$2,493.57 per USD 10, giving the VOC in the local currency, COP$500.97. From
there, it is straightforward to compute the VOC per vehicle for each route.
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
= (𝑈𝑈𝑈0.043 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈0.007 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈0.081 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈0.001) 𝑥 1.522
𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$2,493.57 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
= 𝐶𝐶𝐶$500.97 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘

7

Colombia Tax Office, as of 2015 July 11th
Study of urban public transport conditions in BOGOTÁ. Published by the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory
Facility in April 2005. For the specific section used, see Table 18.
9
According to Tradingeconomics, the December 2004 Colombia consumer price index stood at 80.2, and at 122.08
by June 2015, giving a factor of 1.522. Available at http://www.tradingeconomics.com/colombia/consumer-priceindex-cpi.
10
COP$2493.57 is the average exchange rate for 2015, as of July 11, 2015, using data from the Colombian Central
Bank.
8
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Social Cost
Social cost pertains to the cost born by the society, and not just of the individual user of the road,
and is computed as a sum of two types of cost: generalized user cost excluding fuel tax and
external cost.
Generalized User Cost Excluding Fuel Tax. These costs are similar to those already discussed,
but taxes are removed since taxes serve to benefit the society as a whole, and are thus just a
reallocation of resources.
External Cost. This represents the cost bourn by society, and in this project, it is represented by
the sum of four components: greenhouse warming cost, local pollution cost, oil dependency cost,
loss cost of forest, and accident costs.
Greenhouse Warming Cost, Local Pollution Cost, and Oil Dependency Cost. The values
for these components were based on Parry, Walls and Harrington (2007) 11 in U.S. dollars per
mile. Therefore, to compute these costs in 2015 terms and in the local currency, it has to be
inflated by a factor of 1.125 12 , converted to kilometers (km), and then multiplied by
COP$ 2,493.57. Finally, the computed cost per vehicle in kilometers and in the local currency
can be computed by multiplying by the distance. The same method is applied to Local Pollution
Cost and Oil Dependency Cost.
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
= 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶$ 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑈𝑈𝑈 0.003
𝑥
𝑥 1.125 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶2,493.57 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
=
1.609 𝑘𝑘
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
= 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶$ 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
𝑈𝑈𝑈 0.02
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
=
𝑥
𝑥 1.125 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$2,493.57 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1.609 𝑘𝑘

𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
= 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶$ 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑘𝑘 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
𝑈𝑈𝑈 0.007
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
=
𝑥
𝑥 1.125 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$2,493.57 𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
1.609 𝑘𝑘

Loss Cost of Forest. The idea for this cost is to account for deforestation arising from the
presence of the roads since the roads are located within areas of relatively dense vegetation, and
the value of the forest is lifted from the mean value of woodland of USD4,512 per hectare per
11

The corresponding values were lifted from slide 17 of the 2015 Summer Term class slides on “Shadow Prices
from Secondary Sources,” which then sourced from Parry, Walls and Harrington (2007).
12
Data from Parry, Walls and Harrington (2007) were already adjusted to 2008 dollars in the slides mentioned in the
prior footnote. Therefore, to adjust to 2015, we derive the inflation factor from the December 2008 U.S. consumer
price index for all urban consumers of 211.398 and the June 2015 index of 237.786, giving an inflation factor of
1.125. Data sourced from the Federal Reserve Economic Data page, available at
https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/CPIAUCSL.
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year based from Brander, Floran and Vermaat (2006) 13. As before, the cost needs to be inflated
by a value of 1.125, multiplied by the area of the road in hectares (ha), and then multiplied by the
exchange rate of COP$ 2,493.57. Note, however, that since the cost needs to be represented per
day per vehicle, we need to standardize by the days in a year (365) and the assumed car traffic in
the particular road.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝 ℎ𝑎 𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶$ 𝑥 𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑎
𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑈𝑈𝑈 4,512
𝑥 1.125 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶$2,493.57 𝑥 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠 𝑚
=
ℎ𝑎 𝑥 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
1 ℎ𝑎
1
𝑥
𝑥
10,000 𝑠𝑠 𝑚 365 𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

In the above, road area in square meters simply pertain to the length times the average
width of the road.
Accident Cost. The economic costs of accidents are based from the 2014 Road Safety
Annual Report of the International Traffic Safety Data and Analysis Group of the International
Transport Forum 14. From the report, the cost of accidents leading to injury costs USD 11,800,
while the cost of fatal crash is USD 362,200. Given these, the Accident cost is computed as the
assumed weight value of accidents in a year, and again standardized by the days in a year and the
assumed road traffic.
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
= 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
= (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖 𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑥 𝑈𝑈𝑈362,200
+ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑥 𝑈𝑈𝑈11,800)
𝑥 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶2,493.57
1
𝑥
365 𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Table 5 provides a summary of the cost components and the basic calculations performed.

Table 5: Summary of Cost Components and Calculation Methods
13

The corresponding value was lifted from slide 13 of the 2015 Summer Term class slides on “Shadow Prices from
Secondary Sources,” which then sourced from Brander, Floran and Vermaat (2006). As before, the slide data were
presented in 2008 dollars.
14
Road Safety Annual Report 2014, page 141. Available at http://www.oecdilibrary.org/docserver/download/7514011e.pdf?expires=1438762700&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=5A94668
A6074BF4ECD82196D460C9E1F.
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Category
Cost
Calculation
Generalized User Cost per Vehicle
Time Cost
= Travel Time (in hours) = Travel Time x 0.5 x
x 0.5 x average after-tax
(COP$756,152,000/47.7
wage rate in Colombia
million)/(2,112)
per hour
= Trave Time x 0.5 x
COP$7,505.80
Fuel Tax

= fuel consumption per
km x distance in km x
COP$1,200

= (1gallon/32.9miles) x
(1mile/1.609km) x distance
in km x COP$1,200

Actual Vehicle
Operating
Costs

= VOC per km x
distance in km

= (USD0.043 + USD0.007
+ USD0.081 + USD0.001)
x 1.522 x COP$2,493.57 x
distance in km

= (2014 GDP/2014
population)/2,112

= Travel Time x 0.5 x
(COP$756,152,000/47.7
million)/(2,112)
= Trave Time x 0.5 x
COP$7,505.80

Fuel Tax

= fuel consumption per
km x distance in km x
COP$1,200

= (1gallon/32.9miles) x
(1mile/1.609km) x distance
in km x COP$1,200

Actual Vehicle
Operating
Costs

= VOC per km x
distance in km

= (USD0.043 + USD0.007
+ USD0.081 + USD0.001)
x 1.522 x COP$2,493.57 x
distance in km

Greenhouse
warming cost

= Cost in COP$ per km x
distance in km

= USD0.003/mile x
mile/1.609 km x 1.125 x
COP$2,493.57 x distance
in km

Local pollution = Cost in COP$ per km x
cost
distance in km

= USD0.007/mile x
mile/1.609 km x 1.125 x
COP$2,493.57 x distance
in km

Average Social Cost per Vehicle
Generalized
Time Cost
User Cost per
(after-tax wage
Vehicle
rate)
(excluding
Fuel Tax)

External Costs
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Oil
dependency
cost

= Cost in COP$ per km x
distance in km

= USD0.007/mile x
mile/1.609 km x 1.125 x
COP$2,493.57 x distance
in km

Loss cost of
forest

= forest Cost per ha in
COP$ x Road area in ha
x adjustement factor

= USD4,512/ha/year x
COP$2,493.57 x Road area
in ha x 1/(365 x assumed
traffic)

Accident Cost

= Weighted Value of
Accidents per year in
COP$ x adjustment
factor

= (Weight of fatal crashes
in a year x USD362,200 +
Weight of non-fatal crashes
x USD11,800) x Assumed
total accidents in a year x
COP$2,493.57 x (1/(365 x
assumed traffic)

The generalized and social cost assumptions above are the bases for the computation of the
change in social surplus in the Primary and Secondary Markets. However, in each market,
additional assumptions may be used in the with and without cases, and the discussion of those
assumptions shall be discussed in the relevant sections.
Traffic Growth
According to a report from the Columbian National Institute of Roads or INVIAS, the growth of
vehicles using the passing through San Francisco and Mocoa will on average be 2.6% a year, as
shown in Table 6. The 2.6% is based on the average of optimistic and pessimistic traffic growth
assumptions by the Instituto Nacional De Vias (Colombian National Institute of Roads). The
original forecasts were only until 2027, but the years beyond also assume the same growth rate
of traffic. Meanwhile, the authors assume that when the Alternate Road is constructed by 2018,
80% of total traffic will be diverted to the new road, and 20% will be remain in the Current Road.
Table 6: Traffic Growth Assumption
Alternate Current
Total
Year
Road
Road
Traffic
(80%)
(20%)
2011
613
2012
629
2013
645
2014
662
2015
679
2016
697
2017
715
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2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041

734
753
772
792
813
834
856
878
901
924
948
973
998
1024
1051
1078
1106
1135
1165
1195
1226
1258
1290
1324

587
602
618
634
650
667
685
702
721
739
759
778
799
819
841
863
885
908
932
956
981
1006
1032
1059

147
151
154
158
163
167
171
176
180
185
190
195
200
205
210
216
221
227
233
239
245
252
258
265

5. Cost Benefit Analysis of Primary Market
Authored by: Waka Itagaki
5.1 Data Assumptions in the primary market
Based on the above stated assumptions, cost benefit analysis of primary market was conducted.
First of all, we confirm the data assumptions in the primary market.
Vehicular Traffic: According to Invias (2006), in2018, a year that the new road will be open,
736 vehicles are assumed to use the new road. However, this assumption is based on another
assumption which estimates no car will stay in the existing road. But this assumption is doubtful
because someone who wants to go to the area besides the existing road will use the existing road
even if its condition is worse than that of the new road. So, we assumed that 80% of 736 vehicles
(587 vehicles) will use the new road, while the rest (147 vehicles) will use the existing one.
Obviously, in the without case, there is no vehicle in the new road.
Travel Time: Inter-American Development Bank (2008) says the vehicles are supposed to drive
the new road at an average speed of 40km/h, translating to 1.14 hours of travel time given the
45.6 kilometer length of the road.
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Time Costs: Time cost in with case was calculated in the above stated way and its value is
COP$4,278.31. In the without case, we used the time cost of secondary market’s without case
(COP$30,023.20) as the time cost of the primary market. This is because the generalized cost of
primary market in the without case will be equal to the secondary market’s generalized cost if
two road are perfectly substitutable. Even though this assumption is a bit extreme due to the
difference of quality and location, we will advance the discussion with this assumption.
Vehicle Operating Costs: There is a study which shows the vehicle operating cost 15 of microbus
in the Colombia is US$0.051 per kilometer (Arturo Ardila, 2008). In the primary market, the
vehicle operating cost per vehicle is COP$5,799.05. As with the time cost, vehicle operating cost
in the without case is the same with secondary market, which means COP$18,192.32.
Fuel Tax: The way for calculating fuel tax was already mentioned. Fuel tax in the primary
market is COP$1,938.78
External Cost: External cost consists of five factors: Greenhouse warming cost, Local pollution
cost, Oil dependency cost, Loss cost of forest, and Accident cost. Regarding the first three
factors, we used the same way with the data assumption part. For loss cost of forest, we assumed
the width of the new road is 10m and then got COP$2,394.55 as loss cost. For accident cost,
Invias (2006) mentions there will be 12 accidents (3 fatalities and 13 injuries), which means
18.75% fatality ratio and 81.25% injury ratio. By using these numbers, accident cost will be
COP$10,823.65.
To sum up, the generalized user cost and social cost in the primary market are as follows. (See
Figure 7)
Table 7: Primary Market Generalized User Cost and Social Cost

Generalized User Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)
Time (hours)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)
Vehicle operating costs
(COP$/vehicle)
Fuel Tax
(COP$/vehicle)
Actual vehicle operating cost
(COP$/vehicle)
Traffic (vehicle/day)
Social Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)

Primary Market (Alternate Road)
Without Case
With Case
50,154.30
11,111.05
30,023.20
20,131.10

1.14
4,278.31
6,832.75

1,938.78

1,033.70

18,192.32

5,799.05

0.00
48,215.52

587.00
25,415.63

15

Vehicle operating cost includes “Lubrication, tires, cleaning”, “Routine maintenance”, and “Repair of random
damages”
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User Cost (COP$/vehicle)
Time (minutes)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)
Vehicle operating cost (excluding
taxes)
External Costs (COP$/Vehicle)

48,215.52
1.14
30,023.20
18,192.32

10,077.35
1.14
4,278.31
5,799.05

0.00

15,338.28

Greenhouse warming cost
Local pollution cost
oil dependency cost
Loss cost of forest
Accident Costs
Traffic (vehicle/day)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

212.01
1,413.38
494.68
2,394.55
10,823.65
587.00

5.2 Social surplus in the primary market
Next, we calculated the social surplus in the primary market based on the data assumptions in the
primary market. Social surplus can be estimated in the two ways. First, social surplus is equal to
consumer surplus + producer surplus + government revenue – externalities. Second, social
surplus can be described as gross consumer surplus – social cost. By using these two ways, we
calculated social surplus in the primary market and then got the following results. (See Figure 8)
Table 8: Change in Social Surplus in the Primary Market
Surplus Computation (COP$)
Δ Consumer Surplus
ΔCS = 1/2 (PB-PA)(QA+QB)
Δ Producer Surplus
ΔPS = ΔToll Revenue = RevenueARevenueB
Δ Government Surplus
ΔGS = TA*QA-TB*QB
Δ Externalities
ΔEX = EXA*QA-EXB*QB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔCS+ΔPS+ΔGS-ΔEX
Δ Gross Consumer Surplus
ΔGCS = 1/2 (PA+PB)(QA-QB)
Δ Social Cost
ΔSC = SCA - SCB
Δ Social Surplus

Primary
11,459,193.59
0.00
606,781.38
9,003,567.74
3,062,407.24
17,981,380.83
14,918,973.60
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ΔSS=ΔGCS-ΔSC

3,062,407.24

6. Cost Benefit Analysis of Secondary Market
Authored by: Carl Melendres
As with the Primary Market, costs components of the with and without scenarios are analyzed in
order to account for the change in the social cost of the arising in the Secondary Market. Before
proceeding to the analysis of the changes, an elaboration of the assumptions used shall be done.
6.1 Data Assumptions in the Secondary Market
The assumptions that follow reflect the nature of the existing 78-km route, which is marred by
narrow sections, steep embankments, stretches of unpaved sections, frequent falling debris, and
traffic congestions. By intuition, the technical and geographic specification of the Existing Road
should lead to higher vehicle operating costs and slower traffic, and the following paragraphs
clarify the assumptions made by the authors.
Vehicular Traffic. The without case of the Secondary Market uses the total traffic flow of 2018
as a starting point, which is 734. Meanwhile, in the with case, it is assumed that 80% of the
traffic will be diverted to the Alternate Road, leaving the Current Road with vehicular traffic of
147.
Travel Time. The baseline scenario, the without case, assumes that vehicles traverse the Existing
Road at an average speed of 19.5 km/h, translating to four hours of travel time given the 78
kilometer length of the road. In the with case, there is an expectation of reduced traffic low and,
consequently, congestion, as some vehicles make use of the Alternate Road, leading to an
assumed improvement in average speeds to 25 km/h. This then translates to an average travel
time of three hours and seven minutes (or 3.12 hours).
Vehicle Operating Costs. From the baseline assumption on VOCs discussed in the Data
Assumptions section, upward adjustments are made in both cases of the Secondary Market,
given the said nature of the Existing Road. The adjustment was based on a National Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) report that indicated adjustment factors that may be
applied to vehicle operating costs to reflect the effect of road roughness 16, which is gauged by
the International Roughness Index (IRI) 17. According to the NCHRP report, cost adjustments
varied on the vehicle type, the speed by which the vehicle runs, and the assumed degree of road
roughness as indicated by the IRI. For the existing road, the highest roughness measure was
applied at the lowest speed tested, and the adjustment factors used were the average of light
trucks and articulated trucks, since the assumed vehicle operating cost used for this study
pertains to those of buses. The adjustment factor is 1.205.
16

NCHRP Report 720 Table 7.5
The IRI is a gauge for road roughness and is usually measured as the ratio of a height measure to a length measure.
In the NCHRP case, it was measured in terms of meters per kilometer, which signifies the cumulative roughness
over a given distance.
17
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Fule Tax. As with the VOCs, the computation of fuel taxes are adjusted, specifically that
pertaining to the assumption of the fuel efficiency of 32.9 miles per gallon. From the same
NCHRP report, the adjustment factor used were the average of the different vehicle types
presented in that report, leading to a downward adjustment factor of 0.912 to the 32.9 miles per
gallon fuel efficiency assumption.
Loss cost of forest. For the area of lost woodlands, the area used for the Current Road is 31.2 ha,
based on a length of 78km and an average width of 4m.
Accident Costs. According to the IADB loan proposal 18, between May 2007 and July 2008, 23
accidents left 32 people dead and 27 injured. These figures formed the basis for the assumption
of the proportion of accidents that were fatal and non-fatal, both for the with and without case.
The proportion of fatalities (32/59) was then applied the cost of USD362,200, and the proportion
of injuries (27/59) was then applied a cost of USD11,800. It is also assumed that in the with case,
there are 23 accidents still, and the growth rate of 2.6% is not applied. In the with case, it is
assumed that only 20% of the accidents occur, applying the same split as the traffic assumption.
Given the above additional assumptions, Table 9 provides the summary of costs in the with and
without case for the Secondary Market.
Table 9: Secondary Market Generalized User Cost and Social Cost

Generalized User Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)
Time (hours)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)
Vehicle operating costs
(COP$/vehicle)
Fuel Tax
(COP$/vehicle)
Actual vehicle operating cost
(COP$/vehicle)
Traffic (vehicle/day)
Social Cost
(COP$/Vehicle)
User Cost (COP$/vehicle)
Time (minutes)
Time cost (COP$/vehicle)

Secondary Market (Existing Road)
Without Case
With Case
79,047.98
72,442.88
4.00
30,023.20
49,024.78

3.12
23,418.10
49,024.78

1,938.78

1,938.78

47,086.00

47,086.00

734.00
121,658.49

147.00
120,226.74

77,109.20
4.00
30,023.20

70,504.10
3.12
23,418.10

18

San Francisco-Mocoa Alternate Road Construction Project Phase I. Available at
http://www.iadb.org/en/projects/project-description-title,1303.html?id=co-l1019.
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Vehicle operating cost (excluding
taxes)
External Costs (COP$/Vehicle)
Greenhouse warming cost
Local pollution cost
oil dependency cost
Loss cost of forest
Accident Costs
Traffic (vehicle/day)

47,086.00

47,086.00

44,549.29
5.23
34.87
12.20
1,310.26
43,186.73
734.00

49,722.64
5.23
34.87
12.20
6,542.37
43,127.97
147.00

6.2 Social Surplus in the Secondary Market
Given the cost components in Table 9, the change in social surplus may be computed for
the secondary market using the same methods mentioned in the Primary Market, as in Table 10.
Table 10: Change in Social Surplus in the Secondary Market
Surplus Computation (COP$)
Δ Consumer Surplus
ΔCS = 1/2 (PB-PA)(QA+QB)
Δ Producer Surplus
ΔPS = ΔToll Revenue = RevenueARevenueB
Δ Government Surplus
ΔGS = TA*QA-TB*QB
Δ Externalities
ΔEX = EXA*QA-EXB*QB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔCS+ΔPS+ΔGS-ΔEX
Δ Gross Consumer Surplus
ΔGCS = 1/2 (PA+PB)(QA-QB)
Δ Social Cost
ΔSC = SCA - SCB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔGCS-ΔSC

Secondary
2,909,548.31
0.00
-1,138,065.27
-25,389,949.55
27,161,432.59

-44,462,567.60
-71,624,000.19
27,161,432.59

7. Aggregate Change in Social Surplus
Aggregating the impact in the Primary and Secondary Markets fully take into account the
impact of the construction of the Alternate road on society. These are summarized in Table 11.
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Table 11: Aggregate Change in Social Surplus.
Surplus Computation (COP$)
Primary
Δ Consumer Surplus
ΔCS = 1/2 (PB-PA)(QA+QB)
Δ Producer Surplus
ΔPS = ΔToll Revenue = RevenueARevenueB
Δ Government Surplus
ΔGS = TA*QA-TB*QB
Δ Externalities
ΔEX = EXA*QA-EXB*QB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔCS+ΔPS+ΔGS-ΔEX

Secondary

Aggregate
Surplus

14,936,751.48

2,909,548.31

17,846,299.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

606,781.38

-1,138,065.27

-531,283.88

9,159,128.38

25,389,949.55 16,230,821.16

6,384,404.48

27,161,432.59

Δ Gross Consumer Surplus

33,545,837.07

ΔGCS = 1/2 (PA+PB)(QA-QB)
Δ Social Cost

31,464,414.15

44,462,567.60 12,998,153.45

ΔSC = SCA - SCB
Δ Social Surplus
ΔSS=ΔGCS-ΔSC

25,080,009.67

71,624,000.19 46,543,990.52

6,384,404.48

27,161,432.59

33,545,837.07

8. Discounting and Sensitivity Analysis
Authored by: Keshav Raj Pokhrel
8.1 Discounting
In this project the construction begins in the year 2011 and operates fully from 2018. So, the
construction cost is spread over 8 years. Because of lack of actual per-year cost data, we divided
the total cost into 8 years equally. The project life-span is considered from 2018 to 2040, a total
of 30 years from the beginning of construction. We did the equal division of management cost
for the observational period as well. Economic benefit and cost streams were then discounted at a
Social Discount Rate of 12% to arrive at Net Present Value (NPV) of Benefits. Further, Benefit
Cost Ratio (BCR) of the Project was calculated by dividing the total discounted benefits (Present
Value of benefits) with total discounted costs.
The formulas used are:
Total Present Benefit B = ∑nt=0 Bt/(1 + i)t
Total Present Cost C = ∑nt=0 Ct/(1 + i)t
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NPV = B - C
BCR = B/C
Construction cost: The total construction cost is US$199.967 million dollars (= 498631.7122
million COP$). Divided by 8, per year cost is 62328.96 million COP$. Since we are using the
present exchange rate (of 2015), the cost from 2011-2014 is also discounted to 2015.
Management cost: The total operation and management cost is US$3,033 million dollars (=
7562.99781 million COP$). Divided by 23, per year cost is 328.83 million COP$.
Time Travel Saving = 0.5*Mean wage rate per hour (of 2018)*Travel time saving per vehicle
per day * number of vehicles* 365 day
= 0.5 * 9066.23 * (4 – 1.14) * 587 * 365
= 2777.75 million COP$
This value will be incremented by 2.6% vehicle growth rate and 6.5% GDP growth rate for
consecutive years.
Vehicle Operating Cost Saving = VOC saving per vehicle per day * number of vehicles* 365
days
= (18192.32 – 5799. 05) * 587 * 365
= 2655.32 million COP$
This value will be incremented by 2.6% vehicle growth rate for consecutive years.
Accident Cost Saving: Accidents got reduced from 23 to 12 due to the construction of new road.
= (43186 - 10823) * 365 * 587 (Data obtained from surplus calculation above)
= 6933.93 million COP$
This value will be incremented by 2.6% vehicle growth rate for consecutive years.
Table 12: Cost Components
Cost Components

Economic Value

Construction

498631.7122

Maintenance

7562.9981

Total (in million COP$)

506194.71

1 USD = 2493.57 COP$
Table 5: Calculation of BCR
PV of Total Cost

547693.334

PV of Total Benefits

105622.2972

PV of Net Benefits

-442071.0368

BCR of the Project

0.193
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8.2 Sensitivity Analysis
To test the resiliency of our model results, we will perform sensitivity analysis on the input
parameters. For this, different clue and possible changes will be taken into account.
• Significant fluctuation of exchange rate: Since part of the project is financed by a loan
with the Inter-American Development Bank, this risk must be considered. In the last 12
months, Colombian currency has suffered 30% depreciation, and that way, exchange rate
is an actual risk for the financial stability of the project.
• Change in discount rate: In this project we have taken 12% social discount rate. However
it can vary with time and with projects. So we did sensitivity analysis taking 4% and 8%
discount rate as well.
Table 13: Sensitivity analysis
Exchange rate: 1USD = 2000 COP$
Cost Components

Economic Value

Construction

399934

Maintenance

6066

Total (in million COP$)

406000

PV of Total Cost

439284.5208

PV of Total Benefits

77135.81849

PV of Net Benefits

-362148.7023

BCR of the Project

0.176

Exchange rate: 1USD = 2800 COP$
Cost Components

Economic Value

Construction

559907.6

Maintenance

8492.4

Total (in million COP$)

568400

PV of Total Cost

614998.2922

PV of Total Benefits

118602.0288

PV of Net Benefits

-496396.2633
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BCR of the Project

0.193

Discount rate = 4%
PV of Total Cost

515079.0942

PV of Total Benefits

272757.781

PV of Net Benefits

-242321.3132

BCR of the Project

0.53

Discount rate = 8%
PV of Total Cost

529210.7073

PV of Total Benefits

163295.5007

PV of Net Benefits

-365915.2066

BCR of the Project

0.31

Analysis
Unfortunately, the BCR ratio calculated here is less than 1. Since this road project is already
construction, we truly believe that it is a feasible project. From the table of comparison of policy
alternatives and positive social surplus calculation, we can infer that this project is beneficial.
There might be some errors in the discounting calculation process that can result to this error.
The possibilities behind the error are:
 Data Assumptions: On the cost part, since we didn’t have the per year data, we just
divided the total cost equally. Also, the cost from 2011-2014 is discounted to present
2015 which resulted in very high values of cost components. This may have played the
vital role in the negative results of net benefits.
 Conceptual Error: Error in understanding the concept behind cost-benefit analysis and
failure to include all the benefits and cost components, for example, external costs.
 Numerical Error: Error in some sources of data and in their massive calculations.
9. Conclusions
Authored by: Waka Itagaki
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As the above stated, the San Francisco – Mocoa alternate road project has positive social surplus
but negative net present value. This means there is benefit of the new road but the benefit cannot
offset the cost of the project. There are a couple of reasons which explains this result. First, this
project must be highly public. The new road doesn’t require to pay the toll, which leads to the
less profit. Next, we didn’t include the important benefit factors including the economic impact
on the local economy, while the Colombia government did. We might underestimate the benefit
by ignoring the important factors. Finally, as the above stated, there might be several errors when
we conducted the calculations. Combination of these problems led to the negative result.
In addition to the problems which led to the negative result, we had a few unsolved challenges.
The first challenge is the simplification of the calculation. Especially for net present value, we
could not get the accurate benefit and cost. For example, the construction and management cost
were divided into per-year basis with the assumption that they are constant every year. For
overcoming this challenge, we should clarify the detailed structure of cost and benefit of this
project. If impossible, it would be preferable to guess the structure based on other infrastructure
construction projects. The second challenge is the lack of verification of assumptions. We used
several assumptions which were cited from the previous studies without the deep consideration.
The possible improvement is to check whether such an assumptions are reasonable or not. Even
if there is no enough cost benefit analysis in Colombia, we should refer to the developed
countries’ similar cases. The last challenge is the demand curve problem in the primary market.
Ideally, we should get the demand curve for estimating the willingness to pay in the without case.
However, the generalized user cost of the secondary market was used with the assumption that
two roads are perfectly substitutable.
Even if there are various problems in our analysis, we believe this helps government consider the
construction of another road. Colombia government should put more emphasis on cost benefit
analysis for selecting more beneficial and profitable infrastructure.
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11. Appendix
Comparison of Policy Alternatives
A. Technical Characteristics
1. Geometric Characteristics
1.1 Total length
1.2 New road
1.3 Road's (including roadside) width
1.4 Road's average width
1.5 Roadside width
1.6 Number of curves
1.7 Speed
1.8 Average gradient
1.9 Max. gradient
1.10 Minimum radius
1.11 Number of bridges
1.12 Bridges' length
1.13 Draining work
2. Stability and earthmoving
2.1 Geologic materials
2.2 Instability risk
2.3 Sliding areas
2.4 Slope max. elevation
2.5 Filler material
2.6 Earthmoving volume
2.7 Demolished material volume
3. Accidents
3.1 Low visibility along the road
3.2 Accidents / year
3.3 Dead people
3.5 Injured people
B. Enviromental and Socio-Cultural
Characteristics
1. Weather

Unit
Km
Km
M
M
M
No.
Km/h
%
%
M
No.
M
No.

Km
No.
M
m3
(thousand)
m3 (million)
m3 (million)
%
No.
No.
No.

Current
Road

Alternate
Road
78
0
5.7
4
0
1,300
20
8
12
20
6
48
514

Fractured
rock

45.6
32.8
10.2
7.3
1.8 to 1.2
274
40 to 60
7
8
50 to 30
49
2,754
393

Igneous rock
63
12.8
28
9
100
36

NA

223

NA
NA

3.3
1.06
90%
23
32
27

20%
12.3
2.8
16.1
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1.1 Prevailing weather
1.2 Precipitation
1.3 Prevailing geomorphology

mm/year

1.4 Prevailing Geological substratum
1.5 Geological fault
1.6 Total length with more than 15%
gradient
1.7 Organic soil
2. Biotics
2.1 Road's length inside forest protected
area
2.2 Number of intercepted draining systems
2.3 Intervention in foothills woods
2.4 Intervention in subandean woods
2.5 Intervention in andean woods
2.6 Annual deforestation rate
2.7 Core area
2.8 Number of core areas
3. Socioeconomic and Cultural aspects
3.1 Population in the area
3.2 Affected population
3.3 Travel time trucks
3.4 Travel time buses
3.5 Road's length along protected areas (for
civil society)
3.6 Road's length along protected areas (for
indigenous communities)
3.7 Road's length along mining potential
areas
3.8 Mining potential

Km

Km
No.
Ha
Ha
Ha
%
Ha
No.

Rainy tropical,
per humid,
megatermic to
termic

Rainy tropical,
per humid,
megatermic to
termic

4.616 to
5.261

3.020 to
4.035

Mountain range

Mountain range

Igneous (70%),
sedimentary
(25%),
metamorphic
(5%)
Regional
inversion

Igneous (50%),
sedimentary
(40%),
metamorphic
(10%)
Regional
inversion

48

Budding
development

37

Budding
development

0
130
30
114
9
0.79%
266,647
22

35.5
46
0
106.5
138
0.59%
303,935
21

41,455
2,245
5
4

41,455
1,505
1.1
0.8

Km

5.9

0

Km

0

0

Km

31.7

6.8

No.
No.
Hours
Hours

Marble,
limestone, clay

Copper,
molybdenum,
limestone
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Telecommunica
tion antennas,
tertiary roads,
Restaurants,
healthcare
center, primary
school, church

3.9 Infrastructure

3.10 Equipment
C. Cost
Total Cost

A. Technical Characteristics
1. Geometric Characteristics
Average
1.1 Total length
1.2 New road
1.3 Road's (including roadside) width
1.4 Road's average width
1.5 Roadside width
1.6 Number of curves
1.7 Speed
1.8 Average gradient
1.9 Max. gradient
1.10 Minimum radius
1.11 Number of bridges
1.12 Bridges' length
1.13 Draining work
2. Stability and earthmoving
Average
2.1 Geologic materials
2.2 Instability risk
2.3 Sliding areas
2.4 Slope max. elevation
2.5 Filler material
2.6 Earthmoving volume
2.7 Demolished material volume
3. Accidents
Average
3.1 Low visibility along the road
3.2 Accidents / year
3.3 Dead people

COP$(million)

0
Current
Road

0.17

Electricity
interconnection
system: 115Kw
and 230Kw
Healthcare
center, primary
school

465,907
Alternate
Road

0.95

0.27
0.00
1.00
0.56
0.55
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.09
0.01
0.43

0.85
1.00
0.48
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.73
0.73
0.33

0.25
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
NA
NA
NA

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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3.5 Injured people
B. Environmental and Socio-Cultural Characteristics
1. Weather
Average
1.1 Prevailing weather
1.2 Precipitation
1.3 Prevailing geomorphology
1.4 Prevailing Geological substratum
1.5 Geological fault
1.6 Total length with more than 15% gradient
1.7 Organic soil
2. Biotics
Average
2.1 Road's length inside forest protected area
2.2 Number of intercepted draning systems
2.3 Intervention in foothills woods
2.4 Intervention in subandean woods
2.5 Intervention in andean woods
2.6 Annual deforestation rate
2.7 Core area
2.8 Number of core areas
3. Socioeconomic and Cultural aspects
Average
3.1 Population in the area
3.2 Affected population
3.3 Travel time trucks
3.4 Travel time buses
3.5 Road's length along protected areas (for civil society)
3.6 Road's length along protected areas (for indigenous
communities)
3.7 Road's length along mining potential areas
3.8 Mining potential
3.9 Infrastructure
3.10 Equipment
C. Cost
Total Cost
Total - AVERAGE

0.00
0.53

1.00
0.89

0.59
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.13
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.51
1.00
0.00
0.19
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.88
0.95

0.64
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.28
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.00

NA

1.00

0.35

0.95
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